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· More than 30 years of experience in the market
· More than 200,000 bags in stock
· Label with traceability control on each bag
· We have the widest range of bags on the market
· AAR and ISO certificates
· Resistance calculations according to IMO-CTU regulations
· Comprehensive quality control
· Various qualities of resistance (up to 30 Tn.)
· Customization of dunnage bags

Why use dunnage bags?

DUNNAGE BAGS

ProBag

 Sizes  Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5
 60x90  
 60x120
 90x120
 90x150
 90x180
 90x210
 90x240
 120x180
 120x225
 150x240
 SQ 90x100x65



ProBag Cairgo

Our standard model of dunnage bags for lashing goods. Its placement 
prevents movements and damage to the merchandise during 
transport, whether in a sea container, or in a truck, train, ship hold, 
etc.

ProBag Square

This ProBag model is ideal for filling large gaps, especially in those 
loads where there is an odd number of pallets. Their main advantage 
compared to other types of ProBag is that fills much more volume 
between the load, thus the resistance and the effectiveness is much 
higher than in a standard ProBag. Product very used in Reffer 
containers.

ProBag Hanger

This ProBag has been designed for lashing cargo with very high 
pallets. It is a conventional dunnage bag, but it has a rigid and flat 
support in the upper part, which allows the bag to rest between the 
pallets during inflation.

ProBag Adhesive

As its name suggests, this dunnage bag has an adhesive system on the 
back to be able to stick the ProBag to the pallet or to the
container. In this way, the bag is held during its swollen process.



ProBag Blocker
One of the newest ProBag from J2 Servid. It is the union of two 
dunnage bags by a layer of raffia. This innovative system acts as a 
block in the final part of the load, preventing the merchandise 
from moving backwards. Product widely used in Reffer containers.

Its Y-shaped inflation system allows to inflate both bags at the 
same time.

ProBag Container

This ProBag model, also adhesive, is manufactured according to 
the customer needs and tailored to the 20' and 40' container.
It is ideal for very long loads, since with a single product we 
protect the merchandise without the need to use multiple 
ProBags.

ProBag Twin

Like our ProBag Square model, this lashing system is made up of 
two dunnage bags joined by two raffia straps. Unlike the first, this 
model is designed to fill gaps between the merchandise of up to 
100 cm. Product widely used in Reffer containers.

ProBag Tools

At J2 Servid we have a wide range of tools for the inflation and 
care of our ProBag. Our salesmen will advise you on the 
accessories and tools for an easy and comfortable use of ProBag 
dunnage bags.
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Product
Range

ProBag
Tools

ProBag Tools
Wide range of air guns and accessories for all type of bags. 
We have cordless guns with battery, guns with and without 
pressure gauge, with venturi system, metallic combos, etc.

ProBag Tool Twin Inflator

ProBag Tool Battery Inflator

ProBag Tool Monster Inflator

ProBag Tool Mini Jet flow and Mini Jet Flow without manometer
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